
Round trip 6 (Khuvsgul-Khorgo-South Gobi)

      

  

Roundtrip 6(Code: 6R18)

Included services:
Shared double accommodation in good middle class hotel in Ulaanbaatar, countryside accommodation in Mongolian gers, full board, all transfers, domestic flights, entrance fees and guide services.
  
                1. day  Arrive in Ulaanbaatar. Transfer to hotel. Sightseeing, including the functioning Gandan Monastery . Visit the Natural History Museum with its famous dinosaur skeletons. Overnight in hotel.
 
    2. day   Flight to Murun  (center of Huvsgul aimag),drive to Huvsgul Lake . Overnight in Mongolian traditional gers.
 
    3-4. days   Trekking around Huvsgul Lake and the taiga forest. Overnight in gers.  
    5. day   Drive to Khorgo. By the way overnight in gers near the mountain pass Orookh.  
    6. day   Arrival at Khorgo -Terkhiin Tsagaan  Nuur National Park. Overnight in gers.
 
    7-8. days   Excursion to the clear freshwater lake Terkhiin Tsagaan  (61sq.km) and to the extinct volcano Khorgo Mountain. Visit a herdsman’s family, which keeps Yaks.  Trip to the canyon river Chuluut.  Opportunity to ride Mongolian horses, yaks and to fish. Overnight in gers.
 
    9. day   Drive to Ikh-Tamir . Overnight in gers by Taikhar rock.
 
    10. day   Drive to Kharkhorin  - the ancient capital of the Mongolian Empire, via Tsetserleg. Arrival late at night. Overnight in gers.
 
    11. day   Visit the  Erdene Zuu Monastery. Excursion to Orkhon River. Trekking through the Orkhon Tal . Overnight in gers.
 
    12. day   Drive to Middle Gobi .Overnight in gers by  Ongiin Gol.
 
    13. day   Drive to South Gobi . On the way visit the Flaming Cliffs (dinosaur excavationsite) and saxsaul forest . Arrive at the Gobi camp. Overnight in ger
 
    14. day   Excursion to Yolyn Am (Vulture’s Gorge) with picnic. Overnight in ger.
 
    15. day   Excursion to  sand dunes . Visit a camel breeding family . Possibility to ride a camel. Overnight in ger.
 
    16. day   Flight back to Ulaanbaatar . Drive to Terelj national park  - exploring the scenic mountain areas abundant with edelweiss fields. Trekking in the mountain areas or relaxation.Overnight in ger.
 
    17. day   Drive back to Ulaanbaatar. Free time. Evening performance . Overnight in hotel.
 
    18. day   Transfer to airport or train station. Depart.
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